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Noblesse is virtue and ancient riches.
(Bishop Russell’s  speech supporting the Duke of

Gloucester as Protector, Parliament  1483; never used.)

To  MOST OF  RICHARD’S contemporaries, and especially his social equals, the
past, in the  shape  of national and family history, was important and relevant to
the present. There was a prevailing preoccupation with family: the lines of family
descent proved the inheritance of lands and wealth, including the crown of
England. These lines were subject to the rules of genealogy and chronology and
to the common law on the descent of land, and they could be made visible and
illustrated by the colourful displays of heraldry. For Richard Plantagenet, family
history was national history, and as duke of Gloucester, lord of the North and
king of England, he could put personal genealogy and heraldry to propagandist
or educational use, especially when it had been made accessible in a  visually
attractive form. There was also, perhaps most important of  all, the element of
sheer pleasure given by fascinating facts about  one’s ancestors  —  however useful
they were to prove a title, impress a supporter or educate a child in history —  that
once made the nineteenth-century antiquarian, Thomas Wright, describe
members of a medieval family poring over their rolls of pedigrees to pass an
evening in pleasant conversation and controversy about their ancestors, distant
relatives, old victories and well-planned marriages to heiresses; a  pleasure not
unknown in Wright’s own time or even in the twentieth century. Reminding
oneself of such links with the past has always contributed to an individual’s sense
of identity.

To pursue Wright’s useful image, another possible topic of conversation
which cannot  have  escaped the knowledge of Richard III and some of his English
contemporaries was the debate about the nature of true nobility as exemplified in
Buonaccorso da Montemagno’s  Controversia  de  vera  nobilitate  printed in English
for the first time by Caxton  in 1480: did a man have his virtue from his blood and
the inherited achievements of his ancestors, or did his own personal merit  bestow
nobility on  him, irrespective of his origins? It is unlikely that this  debate  troubled
any but the more literary members of the English ‘nobility’, but in theory it could
cast doubt upon the  value  of making any pedigree or book celebrating any
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ancestor or family, and render pointless the use of an inherited coat of arms. To
an English gentleman or aristocrat, secure in a hierarchy of titles beneath  a  king,
this logic was esoteric, nobility by blood and the continuity of  one’ 5 family, the
longer the better, were all- -important.

The inherent interest in the descent of kings — whether for propaganda,
mere historical knowledge, or for education  —  and the contemporary debate
about the nature of true nobility that was referred to, for example, in Bishop John
Russell’s draft speech to the parliament of 1483 supporting Richard of
Gloucester as protector, are the background of six manuscripts associated with
Richard III. The Yorkist period has been portrayed as one  that  saw  a  particular
burst of production of royal pedigrees justifying the accession of Edward IV and
the replacement of the house of Lancaster with that of York. Richard has not
been linked personally with any of these and the shortness of his reign has meant
few such pedigrees survive with his name as king added during his lifetime. He
can be personally associated, however, with four manuscripts all containing
pedigrees of various types in which he himself appears, one of the lords of Clare, a
title of his father, one of the earls of Salisbury and two of the Beauchamp family;
the last two representing lesser families  than  the Plantagenets but undoubtedly of
great, perhaps greater, immediate and personal interest to Richard, his Queen
and his son, the Prince of Wales. Richard  also  possessed two purely heraldic
manuscripts for official purposes, which he could also have used for reference or
for the education of his  son.

Pedigrees  and  Genealogical Chronicles
Medieval and later pedigrees and genealogical chronicles survive in great
numbers throughout Europe. Genealogy had become  a  convenient tool for the
teaching of history by the end of the twelfth century, the main populariser being
Peter of Poitiers, chancellor of the university of Paris (c.1130-1205), in his
Compendium historiae  in  genealogia  Christi.  This  abbreviated biblical history was
illustrated by a diagrammatic chart of descent from Adam and Eve to Christ
aimed to help his clerical  students  with their studies. The  ‘portraits’ or names of
the historical persons in the chart appeared in roundels linked by lines of descent.
The nature of the work demanded that it be written as  a  roll which unrolled from
top to bottom and this format remained the most popular for pedigrees for
centuries. From France the biblical pedigree of Peter of Poitiers spread rapidly to
other countries including England.l

It was inevitable that such  a  device was swiftly adapted for the descents of
kings, and just as the ancestors of Christ gave a framework for  teaching and
remembering biblical history, so did the blood relationship and line of kings give
a diagrammatic backbone to the history of a country. It was also inevitable that
the genealogy of contemporary kings should be linked to those of long-dead
dynasties and even to Christ’s, and so  take  the ancestors of the present king back
to the beginning of the human race in the Garden of Eden. The kings of England
took their descent from Japhet, son of Noah, through the kings of Troy, the
founders of Rome and Brutus, the first king of Britain, and down through the
Welsh princes, the Anglo- -Saxon  kings and the Normans to the  contemporary
king, such as Edward I for whom a number of rolls survive, created to support his
claims to the crown of Scotland.  2
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-  Latin and English versions of Peter de Poitiers’ biblical genealogy continued
to the current English king were common by the mid- fifteenth century3 and so
were other purely secular royal pedigrees. The latter had proliferated since at
least the reign of Henry 11, another king who needed to emphasise his right to the
crown. For their brief  texts  and explanatory notes some of these secular
manuscripts relied on the  Little Brut, a  short and often very independent version
of the  Brut, the national English chronicle from the days of Brutus the founder of
Britain, via the stories of Geoffrey of Monmouth, through several continuations
to the reigning king. The  Little  Brut  could be 1n Latin, French or English and
usually started with the Heptarchy of Anglo-Saxon kings, represented by a
complicated diagrammatic roundel.‘

If kings of England felt no compunction about linking their descent to  that
of Christ, noble and gentle families of England had as little shame about
attaching theirs to that of the kings of England (and so back to Adam). The
Percys were one such examples and the Botiller family had another such
genealogy compiled to celebrate the marriage of  Thomas  Botiller to Eleanor
Talbot' 1n  1448- 9. ‘

Genealogical chronicles of English history 1n English verse or prose were
common by the early fifteenth century, constantly brought up to date by each
succeeding generation.  7  The verse chronicles all derived from two poems called
The  Kings  of England  since  William  I, one by John Lydgate in the 14203, and the
other by an unknown author written probably in 1445 to celebrate Henry VI’s
marriage. To date over fifty manuscripts are known of these verse chronicles, a
clear indication of their popularity, although they are by no means the  most
commoply surviving genre of English royal pedigrees.  3  They were owned by
monastic  houses, aristocrats and herald_s such as Sir Thomas Holme, Clarenceux
1476- 83, and they were often expensive productions, like Peter of Poitiers’
biblical genealogy they coul_d also be used by schoolmasters.  9

The change of kings in  1461  encouraged the production of new pedigrees
ending with Edward and displacing the Lancastrian line. The Lancastrians had
‘lopped  off’ the branch of York, but now events had shoWn the latter was the true
line, still alive and flourishing once more. Edward’s biblical descent was naturally
much the  same  as  that  of any other  king in Europe, but he could include
Cadwallader and his angelic prophecy of the eventual return of the British race,
described by Geoffrey_ of Monmouth to add dramatic panache to the rows of
Celtic kings. Edward could also self-righteously restore accuracy to those areas
deliberately made hazy by his predecessors: the true positions of Edmund
‘Crouchback’ and John of Gaunt among the sons of Henry III and Edward III.
The change of kings necessitated active dissemination of the details of Edward’s
recent ancestry, proving his rights to the crown of England, as well as the crowns
of France, Leon and Castile.  Long, short and interpolated versions in English
and Latin were produced of Peter of Poitiers’ biblical genealogy and of other
chroniclers, extending down to Edward, some of them expressing active Yorkist
partisanship, others merely setting out the facts of descent.'0

A  good example of a ‘standard’ roll of Edward IV is Oxford, Bodleian
Library Ms.Lyell 33, which used the beginning of the  Compendium  of Peter of
Poitiers in translation and extracts from English chronicles. It included the
Mortimer descent on the left, where fLancastrian’ rplls still had the list of Popes.
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It was Yorkist in tone but without any great partisan emphasis; there was, for
instance, mild praise of Henry V. Decoration was limited to the top margin, a  few
inches of the left margin from the top down and one roundel showing Adam and
Eve and the serpent."

These  English royal genealogies went everywhere, examples were to be
found in France, Flanders and Germany.'2 Some of them were visually striking
and could have been decorative and loyalist displays in a public place such as a
church or hall. Their precise message, however, would not be immediately clear
to anyone who could not study the  text  closely: they were very clever and
complicated, packed with symbols, heraldry and esoteric information, as well as
being in Latin  —  one donor of such a manuscript advised the recipient to ‘have it
explained by doctors and clerks’.I3 The  most  famous pedigree known to  have
been actually on display was that proving Henry VI’s claim to the throne of
France, which was  hung in Notre  Dime, Paris, at the order of John, Duke of
Bedford, in  1423, and consisted of a poem with a picture.“ There is no surviving
Yorkist  propaganda pedigree that can  certainly be said to have been displayed in
this  way,“ but  a  candidate is the roll containing a delightful pedigree of Edward
IV from Henry IH (to include Edmund Crouchback). It is done in the manner of  a
tree of Jesse, with Henry III reclining at the  bottom  and Edward IV and Henry VI
emerging as opponents at the top. Each descendant sits in a cup rimmed with
flower petals, apparently in animated conversation (or worse) with each other."
Above the tree are five pairs of paintings, each pair illustrating an event of
Edward’s career on the right and its biblical ‘type’ or precedent on the left. The
last pair are allegorical representations of Edward’s success and the fulfilment of
all prophecies. It is possible that this roll once hung in  a  Dominican house at
Gloucester, its religious typology being presumably second nature to its Clerics.‘7

Equally striking is another Latin pedigree emphasising Edward’s claims to
England, France, Leon and Castile. It has pictorial roundels of God in
splendour, Adam and Eve and the Ark, and includes a row of ‘portraits’ of kings,
and a glorious display of heraldry and emblems of the  house  of York, with
copious use of Edward’s  motto  confort  et  liesse  (comfort and joy). At the head of
the roll putting everything else in the shade is an equestrian  ‘portrait’ of Edward
IV in full heraldic trappings.”

Both  the elaborate ‘prophecy’ roll and the ‘heraldic’ roll were made about
1461-2  and the exuberance of both express the palpable relief that Yorkist
supporters felt at Edward’s succession and the end of civil war. The  ‘prophecy’
roll rams its point home by the spectacular and apparently unique image of
Reason driving a  spoke into Fortune’s Wheel and so actually stopping it, for all
time, with Edward IV sitting securely and triumphantly on top as King of
England for ever. The ‘heraldic’ roll’s celebration is conveyed by its immaculate
presentation and artistic competence as well as its religious persuasiveness: there
is no escaping the evidence that the Yorkist accession was God’s will.  God’s  right
hand points to Edward, who is surrounded by quotations  like  A  domino factum
est  istud  (This was done by the Lord) and Si  deus nobiscum quis contra  nos (If God
is for us who will be against  us?)."

The clerics who wanted the ‘prophecy’ roll and the unknown aristocrat who
wanted the heraldic roll were not alone in their support of York and their desire
to show it in such  a  work. Another genealogical effusion was created, or copied,
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for the city of Coventry: a verse pedigree reciting Edward’s position as the heir of
Brutus, the  Saxon  kings, the Norman kings, St. Louis, Edward III, Isabella of
Castile and Richard II. It ended by celebrating at length the  ‘rose  of grete
plesaunce, . .  . wheche ros  alle  the worlde schalle loye _[pra_isc? or love?]’ now the
lion [of March] has torn up the thorns and briars stunting its growth, and the fox

'  [Henry VI] has fled. 2° It 1s possible this verse, too, was for public display m  the
town hall for the leading citizens.

To concentrate on the propaganda element 1n these pedigrees and chronicles
is to miss the main point for an incidental one." The very different but closely
related manuscripts and the working pedigrees_ and armorials of the heralds help
to preserve a true perspective from which to view all  these  effusions.  More  than
anything else they were a product of  a  passion for family, territorial pride and
acquisition, fostering inheritance and judicious, profitable marriage and
procreation. By the fifteenth century family and the descent of property was
firmly guided by stringent rules  m  the care of heralds and lawyers. Each new heir
required a new line for himself and his heir on the family pedigree and he might
choose to  edit  out  ‘superfluous  uncles, brothers and sisters, change a few rich
widows into heiresses, demote a childless elder son to the place of deceased
younger son, all in the cause of tidying up and flattering the picture.

Richard III as the ‘natural’ successor to a reigning king hardly needed a new
version of the Yorkist pedigree, but a few amendments, such as the omission of
his various nephews and an emphasis on his father’s descent and rights would
have been essential. No  ‘roll’ containing these elements seems to survive, nor is
there any evidence 9f  a  sudden new spate of propaganda pedigrees being made
during Richard’s reign. He almost certainly owned one or more of these Yorkist
pedigrees, but his own rule and  that  of his heir required different methods of
legitimation: the arguments of canon law to  make  his nephews and nieces
illegitimate, the arguments of practical politics against the rule of a minor and the
obvious benefits of having such  a  good prince as himself.

Royal pedigrees, however, were produced that included Richard III, his
Queen and son, one surviving example being prepared for the Percy family.
Bodley Roll 5 is  a  careful and handsome product illustrated by pen portraits of
kings, queens and some towns. It has no political point to  make  and the author’s
introduction is only concerned with the moral  message  that although the body
dies, as  a  consequence of the Fall, the soul does not.22 His recent information is
accurate: he shows all the Duke of York’s children and knows their fate; he
truncates Edward  IV’s  descent, but puts in roundels for all his children; and be
similarly truncates Richard’s descent but puts in his Queen and son. In contrast
the parallel line of the Percys continues and clearly is expected to continue. No
Tudor king has been added, dating the finishing of the roll to very soon after
Bosworth.”-1

Richard  Ill’s  Roll  and  Book  of  Arms
Less personal and more professional, but still concerned with family, descent and
legitimacy, were the books and rolls that preserved purely heraldic information.
Richard III is known to have owned two rolls of arms (roll being inclusive of
books in  this  terminology“). Few medieval rolls of arms survive in their original
form, most existing in copies, and those owned by Richard are no exception.
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Some are now classified as  ‘occasional  rolls’, that is they recorded the arms borne
by the persons present at  a  particular event, such as a tournament or funeral and
usually bear the name of the ‘occasion’. Others record the arms borne by the
families or persons living in one region; some cover an entire country, or the
‘whole world’, starting with the king of England, the emperor, or the king of
Jerusalem, as appropriate. One of Richard’s rolls falls into this  ‘general’
category. There were also ‘ordinaries’, that is rolls which group coats together by
their  use of a particular device such as the lion or the cross. Into this category
falls Richard’s other roll, now called  ‘Thomas  Jenyns’ Book’.  Ordinaries
were_ particularly useful to heralds in their professional capacity and rarely
surv1ve.

Rolls of all kinds were made by and for heralds from the earliest period of
heraldry (twelfth century) and the language of the blazon (the precise description
of a  coat  in a standard heraldic ‘language’) was fully formed by circa  1250. From
the beginning heralds needed to make copies of the rolls and the information of
their fellow-professionals for their own use, just  as they needed to copy any roll
that was wearing out with constant use. Their copies were usually very accurate.”
It is their accurate copying that has preserved the record of Richard’s possession
of two such rolls. (Over the years it became usual to attach the name of an owner
to a roll for identification,26 and these names will be used here.)

Neither of Richard’s rolls survives. The industrious Sir  Thomas
Wriothesley, Garter King of Arms 1505-34, carefully copied both for his own
armorial records and recorded their ownership. Thomas was the son of John
Writhe, Garter King of Arms 1478-1504. He pompously extended his name when
he succeeded his father in the office.27 John had been Garter when Richard III
incorporated the Heralds and granted them Coldharbour on  2 March  1484. The
loss  of this house under Henry VII, who gave it to his  mother, left the heralds
without a home and apparently caused considerable disarray to the communal
library that  had already been instituted.  There  were bitter disputes over the
ownership of the college’s  books:  one complaint was that the two Writhes
retained some of the books belonging to the whole office.” It seems likely that
Richard’s two rolls were among the Writhes’ booty and one at least may have
been placed in the communal library by Richard’s gift or command.  -

Richard’s ownership of the rolls may have been an expression of genuine
personal interest in heraldry, one of the trappings of chivalry and pride in family,
but it was certainly an expression of the practical need for a member of the upper
classes to be able to recognise the arms of all ranks and above all the need of the
constable of England to do so. Richard was constable 1469-83, and in  that  office
had the personal oversight of the heralds. He drew up ordinances encouraging
the heralds to record both military and ceremonial  events and the right of certain
people to bear arms.” Richard proved his interest and concern for the heralds by
creating their college and by giving them a large house to live in and keep their
records and library. He apparently added one magnificent roll of arms_,- a copy of
St. George’s R01], to the heralds’ collection. '

1. St.  George’s Roll.  The original roll was made around 1285. It has been
inferred that it contained 677 painted shields and measured about 9% inches by
8  feet  9V2 inches, the precise arrangement of the shields being uncertain.30 The
original does not survive but several  copies  or versions were made and  some  of
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these, dating from the  sixteenth  century and later do survive. One copy of the
original, which may have been made in the fifteenth century, came into the
ownership of Richard of Gloucester. His copy certainly had blazons dating from
the fifteenth century added to each shield. The blazons alone were copied by
Thomas Wriothesley.

This copy is now College of Arms manuscript M 14 bis, pages  392-421  and
461, an old rebinding having carelessly split the  text  in two. Wriothesley’s
heading runs:

Ista  arma sequencia habebantur in quodam  veteri  [sic] rotulo depicto [sic] quondam
R ducis gloucester
(These  coats  of arms were contained in an old painted  roll  that  once belonged to the
Duke of Gloucester 3'

The roll begins with the king of England followed by the king of Scotland, the earl
of Warenne and then proceeds down the lower ranks. There are a few blanks,
either due to blanks in Wriothesley’s original or to its dilapidated  state.  It must
have been a magnificent roll when originally made, however battered it may have
become by the time Richard of Gloucester owned it.

2.  ‘Thomas Jenyns’ Book’.  This particular collection of arms is thought to
have been originally made around 1400 and based on an earlier collection of
about the mid-fourteenth century with later additions. It comprised  a  large
number of shields with blazons. One version (which may indeed have been the
original) with 1,595 shields was owned by Queen Margaret of Anjou and still
survives (now BL. Ms.Add.40851). Another was owned by Thomas  Jenyns, a
gentleman of the household of Henry, Earl of Huntingdon, in the sixteenth
century, who has given his name to the collection. Jenyns’ version does not
survive.32 Several sixteenth-century and later copies of both Queen Margaret’s
and Jenyns’ books  survive. All these  versions  begin with the arms and blazon of
the kings of Spain and Almaigne (whose coats include lions) and then proceed
down through the ranks, while grouping the coats by their devices: leopards
follow the lions, then eagles, and so on. The whole has a markedly Yorkshire
bias.” Richard of Gloucester  also  owned  a  version of this ‘great ordinary’,34
which again does not survive, and Sir Thomas Wriotheslcy copied out the
blazons, his copy being now College of Arms Ms. M 14 bis, pp.462-527. He
headed it:

En ung liure  Ric’ duc de Gloucester’ en picture lequel liure son poursuyvant avoit en
garde A° xx°E  iiij"
(In  a  book of Richard Duke of Gloucester, painted, which  book  his pursuivant had
in his keeping in the twentieth year of King Edward IV, 1481-2).

The beauty of Richard’s copy cannot now be compared to Queen Margaret’s, but
it was certainly a prestigious and useful manuscript for the Duke of Gloucester as
constable of England, and which, in this  case, he entrusted to his own pursuivant;
as an ordinary it was primarily a professional herald’s working book.  The
pursuivant in question would have been Blanc Sanglier, a  post held apparently by
a son of John More, Norroy King of Arms (1478-85, 1485-91), who is reputed to
have accompanied Richard  III’s  body to burial in Leicester after the battle of
Bosworth.35
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Richard III’s ‘Family Books’
There are three illustrated manuscripts of particular family interest that can be
associated with Richard.  They are all well known: the Salisbury Roll, the  Rous
Roll and the Beauchamp Pageant. All three combine pride m family, descent and
ancestral glory with an awareness of its  ‘advertising’ value, an antiquarian
interest and a love of the display of heraldry. Each roll reflects the interests of the
maker as well as  those  of the patron and owner.

The Salisbury Roll, unlike the heraldic rolls described  above, was of specific
interest only to members of the Neville family. It was also more ‘personal’ m the
sense  that  it uses human figures to display the  coats  of arms. The complete roll
showed more than fifty knights and ladies dressed  m  armorial surcoats and robes,
most of them 1n pairs and all of them earls of Salisbury, their countesses or their
kin. 3‘ The roll was probably made  on the occasion of the reburial of the father
and uncle of Richard Neville, Earl of Warwick, at  Bisham  Priory, 14 February
1463, a ceremony so magnificent and memorable that the narrative was to
become a manual on how to stage such events.  A  few months earlier Richa'rd
Neville had become Earl of Salisbury and presumably even more interested 1n the
history of his predecessors. -
.  Twenty years later  a  secon_d version of this roll was made, a partial and crude
copy with many differences in detail and only following the direct line of
succession of the earls. Important additions were the figures of Richard III and
his Queen and  there  need be no doubt that it was made 1n their reign and during
Anne Neville’ slifetime. It has to be noted, too, that at the time Richard’s son,
Edward, held the title of Earl of Salisbury. ’7 ~

Heraldry is still important, but more balanced by narrative in another
‘family book’ that  can be associated with Richard, the so- called  Rous  Roll.
However deficient according to modern standards, it was the most ”scholarly of
the illustrated books discussed here. 3‘ Its maker, John Rous (c.1411- 1491),
chaplain of  Guy’s  Cliff near Warwick, servant to the Beauchamp and Neville
earls of Warw1ck was an antiquarian in the class of Wllham Worcester and John
Harding, men who carefully collected, described and studied historical material,
and combined scholarly competence and a varying critical sense with a cheerful,
unwitting acceptance of the shortcomings of the sources available to them.

Rous’ roll 1s a  history of the town and the earls of Warwick 1n the aqcessible
and attractive format of a roll with full length pictures of individual  figures  each
accompanied by a narrative  text.  The first part of the manuscript has legendary
and historical characters of national importance associated with the locality of
Warwick, from King Guthelinus, who founded the town ‘in the time of
Alexander the Gr_eat’, to Richard III, who  ‘did  gret  cost off byldyng’ in the castle.
The second part is coricerned with the earls themselves and leads from A'eneas,
the forefather of all earls, to Sir Guy of Warwick, of romance  fame, to the
renowned Richard Beauchamp and Richard Neville, the agmaker, ending

7  with Richard III, his wife and son. Every figure stands beneath his or her full coat
gflaxfms 1n colour, their heraldic  beasts  are at their feet, their descriptive  text

e ow  ' .  .
Rous  made two versions, one in  Latin, one in English. He was consistent and

careful. He glorified the earls with as much interesting information as he could
gather, including the elaborate heraldry, legendary and‘ symbolic, or historical
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and accurate. His depiction of the armour of his subjects — and to a lesser extent
their dress — shows he was aware of its historical development. Readers will  have
liked such details as the piety of Henry Beauchamp, who used to say the_full
‘David  psalter’ every day when not prevented by ‘gretter  besines’, the personal
‘resons’ (mottoes) of Henry and the later countesses, as well as such pictorial
details — that go beyond  Rous’ text — as the lion resting its paws on Guy of
Warwick’s shield and looking gratefully up at its saviour. 3’ '

There 18 little doubt  that  the rolls were finished 1n time for them to have been
shown to Richard III, Anne Neville, his Queen, and their young son during their
visit to Warwick in the summer of  ’83.  If  they did see them they may have been
well pleased with the description of themselves and with the visual presentation
of the continuity of  their  family; they may have encouraged  Rous  to add in the
final touches. 4° Young Edward IS the last figure in the series, regally crowned and
holding a  sceptre, a  (white) boar at his feet.

Patronage and flattery need not  have  been the only reasons for a
-  manuscript’s existence, however, 4' men like Rous and, for instance, William

Worcester,“2 did much of their work in the service of a master, but  they must have
had their own motives for making a book, their own interests and preferences. In
Rous’ text  there is mention of his wish ‘to show folk the place’, that is, Guy’s  Cliff
hermitage, and it is arguable that he originally planned his roll for such a ‘tourist’
purpose, to bring him a little income from the offerings of pilgrims and other
visitors, His Latin  text  would impress the more learned, others could read the
English version. In this respect the Rous Roll can be compared to another
Yorkist family production, the so-called Clare Roll, produced at Clare Priory,
Suffolk, whiCh supplied the interested visitor with information in Latin and
English about the history of the priory and the patronage of the lords of Clare; it
included the  arms  of the lords in full colour. Both the Clare Roll and the Rous
Roll had the additional merit of  flattering the maker’s overlord; in the  case of
Clare this was Richard, Duke of York. 43

_ More magnificent even than the Rous Roll, but covering only a  short period
of history, is the Beauchamp Pageant, another illustrated manuscript that
Richard must surely have known. It was perhaps made for his mother-in-law,
Anne Beauchamp, Countess of Warwick in her own right, and possibly in order
to entertain and educate her grandson, Richard’s Prince of Wales. The well-
known series of fifty-three splendid, detailed drawings celebrate the life of
Richard  Beauchamp, Earl of Warwick (1381-1439) and are all extremely suitable
to illustrate the chivalric virtues of martial prowess and service to king and
country.‘.“ At the end of the manuscript are two small selective family trees,'which
may be presumed to containlthe ‘argument’ of the book. The fir'st shows Anne
Beauchamp as daughter and eventual heir —— as  ‘hole  suster’ of his only son,
Henry, Duke  of Warwick — of Richard Beauchamp; the second depicts her
again, this time with herhusband, Richard Neville, her two daughters, three
sons-in-law and three grandchildren. In what seems to be  a  conscious error,
Anne, the younger daughter, is not only drawn in the position of the elder child,
but also called the  ‘first’ daughter in the  text.  She is flanked by her two husbands,
Edward of Lancaster, Henry VI’s son, and Richard III. Isabel and her husband
George, Duke of Clarence, are on the right half of the page (herald_ically the left)
and Isabel is called the  ‘secunde  doughter’. This lay- out gives  ‘Edward
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Plantagenet, son of kyng Richard’ the status of principal heir to the earldom of
Warwick.  A  scholar and local man like Rous would not have made such  a
mistake  —  in fact, in the Rous Roll he clearly distinguishes between Isabel and
Anne as the elder and the younger, calling the latter ‘on of the eyrys’4s —  but an
unscrupulous or ignorant author, helped by an artist without historical
knowledge or interest, could have organised this suggestive alteration. Anne
Beauchamp herself, with a daughter who was Queen and a grandson likely to be
king, may have been only too happy to overlook this minbr point of precedence:
Isabel and Clarence were dead, their son possibly r'etarde'd, whereas Anne’s regal
status put her more or  less  ‘naturally in a senior position. Such editing of family
trees' in favour of those in power had been common since they were first
composed. 4‘ .

Anne Beauchamp was the heiress of several great and long lived families; she
was  also  largely dispossessed of her wealth from  1471  because of the political
errors of her husband who had taken her title of Warwick. It is perhaps not
surprising she was interested in her ancestry and in a grandson who was Prince of .
Wales: she drank out of the cup of her ancestor, the Swan Knight, with the local
antiquary John Rous; she rebuilt the magnificent chapel and  tomb  of her father;
she may have  commissioned the Beauchamp Pageant, and she may have also
encouraged the creation of other laudatory pedigrees of her ancestral families.
That  she, and others close to her, were not a_lv_vays above  ‘editing’ the pedigrees of
her family' 1n order to emphasise her position as the heiress of many lines 15
illustrated by another surviving roll that set out the Despenser line and heraldry
from Oddo Dux and Doddo  Dux, lords of Britain long before William the
Conqueror, down through the Despensers to Anne herself with a shield with her
elaborate arms. Her husband is added in, very small beside her; her two
daughters, Isabel and Anne, are accorded their own complicated  coats  of arms;
their husbands, George of Clarence and Richard of Gloucester, are  given, and
their three surviving children, Edward and Margaret,-and'Edward conclude the
‘rioll. Ange and her descendants are the  contemporary, focus of the lines of

escent.  . '

'  .  . ‘

‘Virtue  and  Ancient Riches’ ' ' '
To Icy the grownde of noblesse upon vertu joyned to possessions and Rychesses,
thowe  it be a mater  disputabille  and disputed” ;it is not of my scole  dynyed
[denied] but  that  Rychesse ys a propre instumente of execucion of vertu  .  . I“

Was Richard aware of  this‘ mater disputabille’, the controversy about the nature
of true nobility? If he ever read the draft speech‘ofChancellor Russell for the
opening of Edward V’s parliament from which this quotation _is taken, he  must
have been. There were also several books, either owned by him or his relatives or
very well known, that touched on the subject in various ways.

The question whether nobility (noblesse, gentilesse)- was founded on
inheritance and blood or on personal virtue and achievement had already been
mooted in classical times and rehearsed by English authoré in prose and verse.
Some of their arguments  must have  been familiar to Richard of Gloucester. To
Chaucer’s Wife of Bath the idea  that  ‘gentilesse  . . .  isdescended out of old
richesse .  .  . is nat worth  a hen’ and she refers to  Seneca  and Boethitis who  state
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‘that  he is gentil  that death  gentil dedes’.” Boethius, in fact, had said that nobility
is worthless, based as it is on the borrowed fame of one’s parents. The best one
can do is live up to their reputation.”

The tenet  that  nobility was based on inherited wealth was also familiar to
John Gower:

The worldes constitucion
Hath set the name of gentilesse
Upon the fortune of richesse
Which of  long time is fall in age.“

Like the Wife of  Bath  he does not accept  this, for riches may fail and fortune
change; nor is nobility based on lineage, for all men are born equally naked and
all will return into the earth. Only he who eschews vice and sloth and follows
virtue ‘is a verrai gentil man’. Even when virtue and wealth are combined in one
person he must be vigilant and active:

For nowther  good  ne gentilesse
Mai  helpen  hem whiche  ydel  be.

An early contemporary text  that reviewed both sides of the argument was
the  Controversia  de  vera  nobilitate, by the Italian Buonaccorso da Montemagno,
probably known to Richard either in the popular French translation by Jean
Mielot, or in the English one printed by Caxton  in 1480.sz In this debate the high-
born Scipio states unreservedly that nobility consists in blood and riches, and the
best part of nobility is the joy in the noble deeds of  one’s ancestors and the claim
to have their privileges as of right. His opponent, the virtuous and learned
commoner Flaminius, echoing Boethius, objects that Scipio has nothing to offer
himself and  that  nobility is only proved by one’s own meritsksuch as service to the
state, virtuous living and  study.  To modern readers the two men seem to be
talking at cross purposes, as Flaminius appears to be actually defending nobility
of the soul, a  concept apparently beyond his  opponent’s grasp. To the author and
his Italian audience, brought up in the political climate of the city states and
imbued with the idea] of civic humanism, combining service to the  state  with
learning, it was perfectly clear which of the two contestants was right, even
though  this  was not explicitly said. To Caxton, who printed and probably edited
the English translation, and to Edward IV, to whom this edition was dedicated,
the  ‘solution’ may not have been quite so self-evident. They would have agreed
with Scipio that only those descended from noble ancestors are themselves noble
and  that  their ancient and famous deeds are of the  utmost  importance. Great
riches, moreover, enable  a  man to exercise the typically noble  virtue  of liberality
(largesse). William Worcester in his significantly entitled  Boke  of Noblesse, which
exhorts  the King to invade France and regain his  lost  inheritance, uses  Scipio’s
eulogy of ancestral glory and status as his  ‘argument’ to encourage the King to
follow in his predecessors’ footsteps.” He clearly expects the King to actively
emulate  his ancestors, a need which the aristocratic Scipio failed to stress, except
by saying complacently that the children of  noble  parents tend to perform noble
deeds for the simple reason that fathers live on in their sons.

Personal  virtue  or inherited  status  and riches? Which of  these  make  a  man noble,
especially in the eyes of the world? At the end of Richard of York’s translation of
a book of Claudian’s  Consulate  of Stilicho, turned into a ‘mirror’ for princes and
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edited to fit York’s position and political dilemma, an original dedicatory poem
_  reiterates in the last line of each stanza  honor  merces  est  virtutis,  ‘worship is the

reward of virtue’. 5‘ Is ",worship or worldly honour, the equ_ivalent of nobility?
Would York  have  genuinely accepted such a  maxim?  It is more likely that
Richard of York and his sons were realistic.  they would not openly deny the
importance of‘ virtue’, but to men whose nobility of blood was  a  fact of life,
inherited  status  and ‘ancient riches’ were essential and enabled them to fulfil their
ambitions. ,

Just as the newly-rich often  have  worse habits than  those  who  have  always been
wealthy, so men  that  have been recently raised up and come to power do not always
live as well as others, because  they are unused to such good fortune.

Thus Giles of  Rome  1n his De  regimineprincipum, of which Richard of  Gloucester
owned a copy. 55 He _was proving the advantages of hereditary monarchy and
using arguments similar to those needed to,support a belief in nobility of blood.
Richard III would have agreed with him; his background suggests it and his
interbst in heraldry and family history, as proved by his ownership of the heraldic
rolls and his links with various magnificent ‘family books’, leave few indications
to the contrary. The existence of  a  different view among non-noble, didactic
authors cannot  have  escaped him, however, hor would he have denied the moral
duty of  everyone  to be virtuous. Aristotle’s simple phrase — whatever the  context
he had  used  it in and whatever he had exactly meant by it‘.‘ —  with its convenient
play on Richard’s name (Richard/Richesse) gave the perfect solution.

nobility IS virtue and ancient richqs.
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Beauchamp Pageant also seem  to argue strongly against  this  ms. having been  made  after  1485 to  please  the  eyes
of  Henry VII for  whatever  purpose;  compare  M.  Lowry,  John Rous  and the revival of the  Neville  Circle,
Victor,  vol.  l9  (I988),  pp.327—38, esp.337-8; Lowry also seems to  assume  that  most works  by fifteenth-century
authors or  artists were produced  in the  service  of ‘calculated  propaganda'.

As to the  sensational  changes that  Rous made  to his  roll  and the  stories  he  introduced  into  some  of his
other work after  1485 in order to  blacken  Richard I“, we  must remember  that like all  writers  he  tried  to write

what his  readers  would  like. Visitors  to Guy’s  Clifl'would  be pleasantly horrified  by the  childish stories  about
the trivial physical  signs of Richard’s  evil character which Rous  could tell and  included  in his  Historia  (see  e.g.
A. Hanham, Richard  III and his  Early Historian: 14834535,  Oxford  1975, pp.l 18-24).

See above.

Oxford. Bodleian  Library Ms.Lal.Misc.b.2  (R),  dorse.  The  obverse  is  a  genealogy from Adam and Eve to the
young Henry VI. The  Despenser  genealogy is  crudely done, but elaborate: it might be  a  dry run for a good
copy.  It can be dated to  c.1473,  when all the children of Isabel and  Anne were known.
From  the  draft speech  of  John  Russell, the chancellor, for the opening of Edward V’s parliament,  printed  in
Grants  em. from  the  Crown  during the  Reign  of Edward  the  Flflh  . .  ., ed. .l. G.  Nichols,  Camden Sobiety 1854,
pp.xl-xli.  The  speech  continues: ‘.  .  . addyng there unto the  defunicion  that Aristotle  maketh  4° Politicorum
[Polilim 4, 8] quad lngenuims  est  virtus  e!  divitiae  antiquae.  Noblesse  is  venu  and  auncienne Richesse  .  .  .'. See
also S. B. Chrimes, English  Constitutional  Ideas  in the  Fifteenth  Century, Cambridge 1936,  ppJGB-‘IS.
Lines ”09-12.  ”68-70.

Boethius, De  consolatione philosophiae.  book  3,  prose  6.

John  Gower,  Confessio  Amamis,  The  Complete Works.  ed. G. C. MacAulay, 4  vols.,  Oxford  1899-1902,  vol.  2,
WM  , pp.360-3, Book  4,  lines 2200  Hi;  John Gower,  Confessio  Amamis,  translated by  Terence  Tiller,
Hannondsworth 1963,  pp.  1 66-9.

On the  Camroversia  see A. J. Vandeciagt,  Quisa  vertu  anablist  . .  ., Groningen 198 l; the same,  Three solutions
to  Buonaocorso's  Dispmalia  (le  nabililme,  in Non  nova  sad  nave. Me'langes  de  civilisation niédiévale  dedié:  :2
Willem Noomen.  Groningen  I984.  0n me English  ‘ranslafion  see  A Manual  (see  n.l),  VOL 3, V“; voL 7, XX;

and The  Ricardian,  vol. 9 (I991),  pp.157-8,  l60-l,  l63-5.

For  William  Worcester,  see  note  42,  above.

BL  Ms.Add.l  1814,  l‘f.25v-26.

See Aegidius  Romanus  (Colonna), De  Regimine  Principum Libn' Ill.  Rome  1556,  repr.  in famimile  Frankfurt
1968, book  3,  pt.2, ch.5, f.273v.

It is  ironic  that the  simple  but  realistic definition  of Aristotle merely  concerned  what was to him  a  side issue in
his  discussion  of the ideal  state  (at  least  one  modern editor  put the  phrase  in  brackets).  The  words  of ‘lhe
Philosopher' have echoed down me centuries,  repea‘ed  by people m whom me  existence  of nobility of blood
was the last thing they either  could  or wanted to ignore. See  e.g.  J. L.  Lowes, Chaucer  and  Dante's  Convivia,

Modern Philology,  vol.  13 (l9l5-6), pp. 19-33, who apparently fails,  however,  to  realise  what was the origin of
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'  the  phrase  ‘old  richesse’lamica  ricclxezza shared  by Chaucer  and  Dante  (in  spite  of his  note  7, p.22,  where

Dame  is  quoted  in De  monurchia:  Est  enim  nobilims  virms  e!  divitiae  antiquaejuxm  Philosoplmm  in  Politicis).

Dame  and  Chancellor  Russell  knew  their Aristotle.

Richard III:  the  Road  to  Bosworth  Field.  P. W. Hammond and Anne

F. Sutton.  Price  to  members £11.50.
A  life of Richard told by the means of extracts from

-  contemporary documents.  Extensively illustrated.

Margaret  of York, Duchess  of York 1446-1503.  Christine
Weightman.  Price  to  members £12.95.

The first biography of Richard  III’s sister.  A well-illustrated
study of one of the most influential women of her time.

The  Betrayal  of Richard III.  V. B. Lamb.  Price  to  menibers £6.95.
A  reprint of this useful book on the development of Richard

III’s  reputation.

All available from the Sales Officer, 14 Lincoln' Road, Guildford,

Surrey GU2 6T]. All prices include postage and packing within the
UK. Cheques and postal orders should be made payable to the
Richard III Society. Overseas members should 'pay in sterling and
add on 10% for postage.
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